Injection Style Techkit
With Separate Injection Rod

Instructions For Use:

CAUTION!
Wear eye protection when using these cartridges.

If rod is assembled skip step 1.

1. Remove cap from cartridge and carefully screw on the injection rod with three clockwise turns being careful not to push mixing head (located 1/2" down) down the barrel. Hold cartridge tightly at the neck to prevent mix head from spinning while threading rod into mix head.

2. Push injection rod approximately 1/2 way into kit.

3. Place ramrod in hole at top of injection rod, and gently push down introducing catalyst into base resin. If possible inject catalyst at several places in cartridge. CAUTION! Do not force ramrod! Use firm but gentle pressure.

4. Push mixing rod to bottom of the cartridge and begin stroking with a clockwise twisting motion from top to bottom. Mix for at least 60 strokes (a stroke being a complete in and out motion), or until material is uniform. Hold back cap while mixing.

5. Hold cartridge at the neck and unscrew injection rod with three counter-clockwise turns and discard. Screw nozzle clockwise into cartridge, remove bottom flange cap.

6. Place cartridge in gun and dispense resin.
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